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ALUMINA

Here, the most frequently occuring information for ALUM, is
discussed. The essence of ALUM, will be described later.

The central idea of ALUM, is
SLOWNESS

A keyword in ALUM, is
DRYNESS

This dryness produces a loss of control so that every function slows
down.
-

They become dry where they should be moist (e.g. skin)
They become moist where they should be dry (e.g. leucorrhea).
They lose control of time: time is dry and goes by slowly.
They are slow on the mental, the emotional and the physical level.
The slowness can also find expression in paralysis.
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ALUM, on the physical level
- All the mucosae becomes dry (K 238: eye, dryness; K 451: throat,
dryness, evening). Only the vagina can produce leucorrhea - see
paper case (K 720: leucorrhea).
- They become slow in their coordination (K 1017: incoordination).
- They can develop several kinds of paralysis:
* paralysis of the oesophagus (K 465: paralysis, oesophagus)
* paralysis of the bladder sphincter, so that they are afraid they
will urinate in bed (K 650: bladder, paralytic weakness,
sensation of, evening, so that he fears he will wet the bed; K
48: fear, wet his bed, fears he will).
* paralysis in the rectum causing severe constipation. The
peristalsis does not function anymore (K 621: inactivity of
rectum). They cannot pass a stool spontaneously. They sit on
the toilet and have to push hard on the abdomen while they
have to help to get out the stool with their fingers. Yet, the
stool is not hard. After passing the stool, they have the feeling
that the rectum is not empty.
* paralysis of extremities, resulting in unstable gait (K 953:
extremities, ataxia).

ALUM, on the mental-emotional level
- They sometimes become slow on the mental-emotional level
because of organic brain disease.
- They can lose sense of time: they can have the feeling that time
passes slowly: a day may seem like a week to them (K 88: time
passes too slowly).
- Sometimes, they cannot find the correct words and they have
difficulty speaking.
- Their problems can make them desperate.
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They are not able to do their work in the usual time. They are
really slow, try to do things quicker and thus make a lot of
mistakes. It is difficult for them to do several things at the same
time.
Sometimes, there is fear of becoming insane.
They can get suicidal thoughts when they see blood or a knife (K
10: blood, cannot look at, or a knife; K 85: suicidal disposition,
seeing blood or a knife, she has horrid thoughts of killing herself,
though she abhors the idea).
They sometimes have the sensation that someone else is speaking
when they speak, or that they hear through the ears of someone
else or see through someone else's eyes (K 31: delusion, sees,
thinks someone else sees for him; K 22: delusion, consciousness,
belongs to another; K 15: confusion, identity as to his).

Food desires of ALUM.
- ALUM, can have an aversion to potatoes (K 482: aversion,
potatoes).
- Their complaints can be aggravated by eating potatoes (K 1363:
potatoes agg.).
- They can desire dry food in spite of their complaint about dry
mucosa in the mouth (K 485: desires dry food).
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